1989 volvo 240

Love It. Good braking. Handling is Amazing. Squeaks a bit. Outside looks like your classic
four-door Sedan. Very sharp. Inside is plain. Gets about 25mpg. Very fun to drive and has a very
good turning radius. Pros: Made from Sweeden and is built like a rock. Soviet Tank â€” I loved
that car more than my girl friend at the time. Pros: indestructible, soild build quailty, and comfy
interior. Pros: Invincible Cons: Drives like a boat, hard to get parts for. Reliable Blue Tank Of A
Car â€” Heated seats are fun, still needs a better stereo but a great car to haul and let the teens
drive. Simple to work on, unoffensive styling and does everything I ask it to. Volvo â€” I am
indeed satisfied with it's performance. It can do burnouts and can still defeat many other cars in
the market. Furthermore, it can also drift perfectly. The build quality of this car is seriously
impressive. The front of the car is a beauty as it looks like a Rolls Royce. The cost of ownership
is quite a lot as it's consumption is quite heavy and the parts are also quite expensive. The car
is indeed fun to drive. It is an excellent world car - I like it. Read More. A Volvo Wagon is one of
those cars that defies logic. A slow, boxy, minimalist station wagon, which changed very little
over its 18 year production run should not inspire great enthusiasm. My dark grey Volvo Wagon
was superior in every respect. Had hardly a minute's trouble with it. Beautiful 2. Loved it so
much. Bought it in and had it for five years. It was a guzzler by European standards but bui I
purchased my '91 as a commuter and winter car. For what you pay, it drives better than many
newer vehicles and has some features like seat warmers, rear floor air vents, air conditioning,
lumba The secret is what's under the bonnet It's what you would call a "sleeper". This is
definitely a keeper, it's resale value is crap but it's sentimental value is through the roof. A
dream car wh I've been looking for one for years and I've finally found one! Couldn't be more
please with my purchase. I've never driven a stick before and I probably shouldn't be learning
on a car like this but w Did not get the pleasure of driving for to long due to the fact I was not
car savvy. I had my brother-in-law drive it and he thinks that it is a very comfortable, solid and
well built car. Very low ma I hope to drive This car was fully garaged for years by a car
enthusiast in my family who loved to take care of it for the last 20 years. Excellent upkeep,
spacious interior, no dents on outside, or rip or tears insi CarGurus has 22 nationwide listings
and the tools to find you a great deal. Have you driven a Volvo ? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
Displaying all Volvo reviews reviews. Sean writes:. Cons: None. Is this helpful? Yes No.
Katherine writes:. Cons: gas hog and expensive to maintain. Logan writes:. Lori writes:. Reliable
Blue Tank Of A Car â€” Heated seats are fun, still needs a better stereo but a great car to haul
and let the teens drive Pros: Still runs great. Cons: Bit of a gas guzzler. Benzilla writes:. Pros:
Durability, rear wheel drive, comfort. Cons: Expensive to repair. Predeswaran writes:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: It's a very reliable car. Cons: The gasoline consumption.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 8 Volvo reviews. Read all 6 Volvo reviews. Read all 5 Volvo
reviews. Read all 16 Volvo reviews. Read all 9 Volvo reviews. Cars compared to Volvo Related
Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Volvo to Related Models. Select
Year Cons: None 9 of 10 people found this review helpful. Pros: Durability, rear wheel drive,
comfort Cons: Expensive to repair 7 of 8 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: It's a very reliable car Cons: The gasoline consumption 14 of 16
people found this review helpful. Used Volvo for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check
Availability. By Rating. Overall 3. This car was to provide transportation for my new family. The
model is unaffectionately referred to as a refrigerator on wheels, alluding to it's rectangular
shape. This particular model was beige, had a working stereo and , miles. The transmission was
a four speed. The car drove very well. The car was very safe. Even given its age, our 4 cylinder
model still got around 20MPG average city and highway. The comfort and accessories were
nothing to write home about, but the seat belts worked, and despite a couple of cracks the dash
still held together well. At one point, I was driving my son to daycare during a rainstorm and a
car skidded into my rear bumper. While the entire front end of his vehicle was crushed, my
bumper barely had a scuff mark on it. My son and I still laugh in amazement over how safe our
Volvo was. Volvo has built a solid reputation on safety. This lower cost DL model was no
exception. This car was solid and held up well in rainy weather fender benders, which were it
not for the reinforced bumpers, could have ended very differently than they had -- not so much
as a small dent and no injuries to the passengers. The clutch cable broke at one point and I was
still able to pop into first from a dead start using the starter only and I kept the car drive-able,
avoiding an expensive towing service. The stereo sound really wasn't very great and the cloth
seats were not the most comfortable. The design of the car leaves much to be desired. The
sunroof was manual and was showing signs of rust and leaked around the weather stripping in
wet weather. Overall 5. The standard Volvo has ample space for five passengers. Some models
have the available jump seats in the rear, behind the rear seat. The best part about this car is
that the rear seat folds flat. Now this is not like the fold flat offered in cars where the seat is near
flat, but it is flat. Real flat. This car is a truck from the Swedes. The seats are comfortable and

plush for long distances. The controls are well laid out and easy to use. Downside is the aged
drive train which uses more fuel than the average new car. Average fuel economy is about 17
miles per gallon. This is the best, most functional car on the market. Excellent for running
around town, though the four speed needs some help working up a hill from a dead stop. Plenty
of time I had to change my route. True fold flat seats. Great visibility. Excellent safety record.
After a few tries, the engine turned over and needed very little work to become road ready. It has
class and style and, most important to me, hardly anyone on the road has one. So when people
see my vehicle, they know it is mine. On top of that, other owners of Volvos usually have
positive experiences. I've even ran into one owner in her forties that said she's had the car her
whole life and wants to be buried in it. Personally the only negative I have for it right now is that
the AC in it doesn't work, and on the coldest days of the year, it struggles to start. The vehicle
had been sitting in the seller's yard for over a year without being started. Fortunately, I'm in a
hotter climate, so it is rare that it is so cold it won't start. Also, I've been assured the AC can be
fixed. That brings me to the biggest pro for me, most work on it is considerably cheap. The back
seats can be put down and leave enough room for two people to lay out comfortably making it
an ideal road trip vehicle and spending the night in it between locations. There is so much more,
living near a beach, a surf board could easily fit inside it, but it has racks on top as part of its
model, so one could just as easily put things on top. I kind of already mentioned it, but one day I
took a sick day off from work and went to the library and the next day everyone at work knew I
had been at the library, even though the library isn't on a main road or I didn't see anyone there.
One person saw my vehicle and then it spread. It is nice to be recognized, but it is also nice to
just take a day off for once too. I'm sure if I sat here and thought about it I could go on and on
about the pros of the vehicle. For me that biggest pro is how unique it is. Most people are
unaware of how dependable Volvos are. Its upkeep is very easy, and it has its own cult like
following, so if you ever run into one owner, you're bound to find a group on social media where
they get together from time to time and ride around, almost like nerdy bikers. It's big enough for
a family or a group of friends to go on a road trip and if one likes to spend the night out in
nature, then it is easy to cart along all the material n It's big enough for a family or a group of
friends to go on a road trip and if one likes to spend the night out in nature, then it is easy to
cart along all the material necessary without having to add any appendage to the vehicle,
though the racks on top make any kind of addition like that pretty easy. This is really just my
vehicle. Before I purchased it, someone had lowered the body, so the spead bumps are always
cringe worthy in parking lots. It bottoms out regularly, though I've been told the fix would be
easy, I just haven't gotten around to it. Also, in my vehicle the AC isn't working, as a lot of cars
as old as this one are prone to have happen to them. I have a friend who is willing to work on it,
and feels it is just a simple leak that can be fixed and then filled with freon, but I haven't gotten
around to that yet. It also makes it hard to just ride around town inconspicuously It also makes
it hard to just ride around town inconspicuously. It is a memorable vehicle, so if I want to go to
the library, everyone knows I went to the library that day. This is a reliable, strong, noisy old car.
I don't think there is much that could kill it. It doesn't handle too well rolls in corners etc ,
doesn't go too fast, isn't very refined- but it is extremely reliable and really well built. It has done
kms. Engine is reasonably noisy, which is characteristic of this model, but at least it sounds like
a car, unlike some new Japanese. The only worry is rust. My car has none like most in Oz , but
with some 's water leaks into the cabin and under carpet-you won't know and it will rust from
inside out. Check under carpet for any signs of rust or water. Fixing leaks is not hard; Volvo
forums on the net tell you where to look. I was considering buying a W M-Benz S-class instead
of this car because I really like the look of them, but I am glad I didn't-friends have told me the W
would have sent me broke very quickly with major mechanical repairs, plus todays petrol
prices. The initial attractiveness of a car wears off really fast when it sucks up all your money!
Review Date: 13th May, This car is very reliable. It starts up every morning rain, shine, or snow,
and still shifts very smoothly. The interior is comfy, seat heaters still work fine, and heat blows
HOT. Plenty of room for 5 teenagers in here, not to mention all of our cargo! I bought this car
sight unseen from a mechanic friend, and aside from replacing the exhaust, it has had only
minor repairs over the last two years- mostly maintenance and new tires, battery, etc. Perhaps
the best thing about this car is that my kids find it highly embarrassing. This makes it fun to
drive them around in. Review Date: 5th May, The ecm went out just before about miles; I hear
that is common with series. I bought the car. I had to replace an oxygen sensor after driving the
car approx. Not bad considering how many miles are on it. I had to recharge the air conditioner
and a fitting on a transmission line came lose and had to be retightened. I love this car. It
handles like it's on rail. When you take a sharp curve in this lb sedan it feel like you are driving
an expensive sports car. This car is very reliable! Aside from the minor repair I have made to it,
it has provided me with nothing, but excellent service! At k miles it still cranks on the first

attempt. The engine runs so smoothly at idle it could rival a Rolls Royce. This car is very
comfortable. The plush seats and supportive lumbar make it a joy to drive long distances
especially for me. I have a bad back and the lumbar is a real life saver! The seat heaters are
awesome; they really keep you from getting frostbite and in summer they are great when my
back hurts! However there are a few things I wish Volvo had added to this car. No cruise control
makes a long drive hard on your legs and the lack of cup holders is an inconvenience. I use the
space between the hand brake and seat, it hold a 20 soda bottle nicely! This car is not very fast
on take off. You could compare its acceleration to that of a lead sled. However once this car
gets moving it likes to walk until you reach about 80mph then it's a real push to mph. This car
stops on a dime. When it comes to brakes Volvo has the right idea. It is the only sedan that
weighs 4k lbs that stops like a Honda Prelude that I have seen. If you are looking for safe car
then this one is for you. I feel extremely safe driving this car. It is lbs of solid steel! I would hate
for any one to hit it. I believe if it were hit by a Mack truck going 65 mph I would walk away
unharmed! This model does not have air bags which suits me just fine! When it comes to gas
mileage this car is OK. Considering the weight and size of the vehicle, it is actually very good. It
gets about 22 mpg on the highway and in town. It is by no means a gas saver. However it does
not drink gas like it is going out of style either. I would say it is just average, nothing to write
home about. Review Date: 16th March, I bought my DL with 30K miles in I now have , miles.
Great car! It's been the most dependable car I've ever owned. I was rear-ended by an SUV about
5 years ago. After considerable repairs to the trunk and rear of my car, it's still been very
dependable. I've only had to charge the AC three times that I can think of. As you might expect, I
had to replace some plastic parts on the interior Faithful preventative maintenance is the key to
longevity! Drivers seat leans a little. Air cond. General Comments: This is a reliable, strong,
noisy old car. It doesn't use much petrol considering it's age A good, reliable, tough car- no
wonder it's called the Swedish Tank. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and
grammar Delete this review. Summary: A fine old car, and cute, too Faults: Rear taillight has a
short. Exhaust needed to be completely replaced. Hood latch is broken. Moulding is falling off.
Air conditioning doesn't work. Radio and speakers are shot-radio is falling into dash, and
speakers cut in and out. Rear wiper works intermittently. General Comments: This car is very
reliable. However, it has a very slow acceleration, which is scary when merging onto busy
highways! I feel very safe and confident in this car and would recommend it to anyone.
Summary: This car rocks! Faults: The ecm went out just before about miles; I hear that is
common with series. General Comments: I love this car. View 2 replies Reply to this comment.
Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Reply to this comment. Next Page of
Reviews Write a Review. Your cart will be set to In-Store Pickup By adding this item to your cart,
the shipping option will not be available for your order. The In-Store Pickup option will now be
defaulted at checkout. Chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, or birth
defects or other reproductive harm may be present in automotive service, replacement parts
and fluids. For more information, go to Cancer and Reproductive Harm. Upholstery This Fits
Your Volvo Part Number : Genuine Classic Part Fits Full Diagram. View All Diagrams. Fulfillment
Options. Shipping Not Available. Dealer Rating: 4. See Reviews. WARNING Chemicals known to
the State of California to cause cancer, or birth defects or other reproductive harm may be
present in automotive service, replacement parts and fluids. People Also Bought. Genuine
Classic Part. Panel, right. Volvo Parts Webstore. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email
Address. Legal Policies Data Requests. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.
Shop Genuine Volvo Parts. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the
pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:.
VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Volvo Shop genuine Volvo Parts.
Designed around you. You will receive many miles of driving enjoyment from your Volvo. Select
a Volvo Driveline. Select a Category. Shop Volvo Accessories by Category A fit for every
function. Customize your Volvo with our complete range of genuine accessories. View All Volvo
Accessories. Every difficult road condition, mastered. Pack and Load. Help prevent the worst
and lessen the impact of the unavoidable with Genuine Volvo Safety Accessories. Your Volvo,
bespoke to your aesthetic. Enjoy b
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older lines and finer comfort with Genuine Volvo Styling Accessories. Tech and Sound. Make
the most of your driving time. Bring music and conversation into your commute with Genuine

Volvo Tech and Sound Accessories. Volvo Lifestyle Collection. Discover our Collection and
bring all the luxuries of Volvo in your home. Shop Volvo Maintenance kits by Mileage Nothing
lasts forever, but with proper care, your Volvo will function at peak performance for many miles.
Maintain your Volvo to manufacturer-approved specifications with a selection of
mileage-specific kits. Select a mileage interval. Your Nearest Dealers. McGrath Volvo Cars
Barrington. Shop Now. Distance: Volvo Cars Lisle. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers.
About Volvo Cars. Legal Policies. Links Dealer Login. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained
on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

